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Abstract. Ranking tasks, where instances are ranked by a predicted
score, are common in machine learning. Often only a proportion of the in-
stances in the ranking can be processed, and this quantity, the predicted
positive rate (PPR), may not be known precisely. In this situation, the
evaluation of a model’s performance needs to account for these impre-
cise constraints on the PPR, but existing metrics such as the area under
the ROC curve (AUC) and early retrieval metrics such as normalised
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) cannot do this. In this paper we
introduce a novel metric, the rate-weighted AUC (rAUC), to evaluate
ranking models when constraints across the PPR exist, and provide an
efficient algorithm to estimate the rAUC using an empirical ROC curve.
Our experiments show that rAUC, AUC and NDCG often select dif-
ferent models. We demonstrate the usefulness of rAUC on a practical
application: ranking articles for rapid reviews in epidemiology.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The work reported in this paper was motivated by the task of undertaking rapid
reviews of clinical trials. A rapid review should follow the broad principles of a
systematic review, where a medical research question is asked (such as the effect
of a drug on a disease) and the evidence from all relevant research articles is
compiled to give a better estimate of the drugs effect than each individual study
provides. However, a rapid review needs to be performed under strict time and
resource constraints, so it may not be possible to review all relevant articles.
Currently, a rapid review is performed by human reviewers who search online
medical research databases for articles reporting clinical trials of a particular
research question [7]. In order to retrieve a set of articles that can be reviewed
in the allotted time, the reviewer may iteratively refine the search query until
the number of articles is deemed manageable.

An important consideration when performing a rapid review is the quality of
each study. Low-quality studies are more likely to give a biased estimate of the
research question and may need to be excluded from the review or considered
with caution [9]. Therefore, the aim of a rapid review can be described as max-
imising the number of high-quality articles assessed, given the particular time
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Fig. 1. Two hypothetical ROC curves (x-axis: false positive rate, y-axis: true positive
rate), example PPR isometrics (diagonal lines with PPR � 0.5 (top) and PPR � 0.3
(bottom); the slope of �1 indicates a uniform class distribution) and example partial
AUC bounds (vertical lines)

constraints of the review. The iterative search method described above is a rather
crude approach that does not consider article quality, and can be thought of as
a classification of articles as included or excluded from the review. We suggest
that this can be greatly improved by instead learning a model for estimating the
article’s study quality, and using the model’s scores to rank the studies under
review, such that the most reliable research is assessed first. The reviewers can
then simply review the articles in decreasing order of estimated quality until
they run out of time. There is no need to specify a classification threshold.

This approach suggests that a good model is one that exhibits good ranking
behaviour with respect to study quality, with particular emphasis on the pro-
portion of articles that can reasonably be processed. The total amount of time
available for a review and the number of articles returned from the initial search
query is typically known. Given an estimate of the time it will take a reviewer
to assess a single article, the proportion of articles in the search results that is
expected to be processed can be inferred. In terms of binary classification this
proportion is the predicted positive rate (PPR). If the PPR is known precisely,
finding the best model is straight-forward. Figure 1 illustrates this with two hy-
pothetical ROC curves where neither curve dominates the other. The two dashed
lines show two example PPR values that could be inferred for a rapid review.
We can see that the PPR value affects which model is chosen. The (solid) green
model is chosen when PPR � 0.5 and the (dashed) blue model is chosen when
PPR � 0.3, as these models have the highest recall at these respective points
on the ROC curves.

However, the PPR inferred depends on the time needed to review a single
article, and this is not known precisely. Articles vary in length and difficulty
and hence it is only possible to estimate a probability distribution across the
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PPR, rather than specify a single value. Therefore, an appropriate measure of
rate-constrained ranking would average the true positive rate across each value
of PPR, weighted by its probability. In this paper we develop such a measure.
In addition to our motivating example, there are many other tasks that are
rate constrained, with uncertainty across the rates. In general, these tasks are
restricted to a fixed budget of a resource such as time or money, where the
exact expenditure for each instance is not known precisely. Another example is
telephone sales, which is restricted by the allocated number of person hours,
such that when ranking a database of customers to determine those most likely
to show interest, it is not known exactly how many customers will be contacted
as the time per phone call is variable.

There are, of course, several existing metrics often used to evaluate ranking
tasks. The area under the ROC curve (AUC), which estimates the probabil-
ity that a random positive is ranked higher than a random negative, measures
ranking performance across the entire ROC curve, treating all regions as equally
important [5]. An alternative to the AUC, the partial AUC (pAUC), has previ-
ously been suggested [4]. This metric also weights uniformly, but restricts to a
range of false positive rate (or true positive rate) values. For instance, the two
solid vertical lines of Figure 1 show example pAUC bounds, constrained to false
positive rates between 0.2 and 0.4. We require a metric that weights the area
under the ROC curve with respect to the PPR, but the AUC weights the area
uniformly and the pAUC can only weight across true positive or false positive
rates, components of the PPR, and not the PPR itself.

Early retrieval tasks are those where examples near the top of the ranking
are more important, as these examples are more likely to be processed. Several
metrics in several fields have been proposed to address this problem, such as nor-
malised discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [10]. However, as we demonstrate
later this metric and related ones assume that the likelihood of stopping at a
particular position in the ranking is always higher nearer the top which is not
necessarily the case when rates are constrained.

A key contribution of this paper is the derivation of a new metric, the rate-
weighted AUC (rAUC), to evaluate models for rate-constrained ranking tasks
(Section 3). We prove that the rAUC and rate-weighted expected recall are
linearly related given a fixed class distribution. Furthermore, we provide an effi-
cient algorithm to estimate the rAUC using an empirical ROC curve (Section 4).
Finally, we demonstrate that given rate constraints the rAUC chooses the opti-
mal model while the AUC and NDCG metrics often choose a suboptimal model
(Section 5).

2 Notation and Basic Definitions

We follow the notation of [8]. We assume a two-class classification problem with
instance space X . The positive and negative classes are denoted by 0 and 1,
respectively. The learner outputs a score s�x� � �0, 1� for each instance x �
X , such that higher scores express a stronger belief that x belongs to class 1.
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The score densities and cumulative distributions are denoted by fk and Fk for
class k � �0, 1�. Given a threshold at score t the true positive rate (also called
sensitivity or positive recall) is P �s�x� 	 t
k � 0� � F0�t� and the false positive
rate is P �s�x� 	 t
k � 1� � F1�t�. The true negative rate, also called specificity
or negative recall, is 1� F1�t�.

The proportions of positives and negatives are denoted by π0 and π1 respec-
tively. Accuracy acc at threshold t is a weighted average of positive and negative
recall:

acc�t� � π0F0�t� � π1�1� F1�t�� (1)

Similarly, the proportion of positive predictions at threshold t (the predicted
positive rate) is a weighted average of the true and false positive rates:

r�t� � π0F0�t� � π1F1�t� (2)

This is the predicted positive rate, which we abbreviate to the rate.
A ROC curve is a plot of true positive rate on the y-axis against false positive

rate on the x-axis. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is the true positive
rate averaged over all false positive rates:

AUC �

� 1

0

F0dF1 �

� ��
��

F0�t�f1�t�dt (3)

Alternative parameterisations are possible; in this paper we are particularly in-
terested in a parametrisation by rate.

Metrics such as predicted positive rate can be depicted in ROC space using
isometrics – points on ROC space that have the same value for a given metric [6].
For instance, several combinations of false and true positive values result in the
same rate (Equation 2), and this can be shown as a straight line drawn in ROC
space.

3 The Rate-Weighted AUC

The aim of a rate-constrained ranking task is to maximise the expected true
positive rate given a probability distribution across the rates. Common formula-
tions of the AUC are given as an expectation of the true positive rate across all
false positive rates or the thresholds (Equation 3). It is not possible to apply a
weight across rates using these formulations, because they are given in terms of
expectations over F1 and t, rather than the rate. The following section derives
the AUC as an expectation across rates, such that the derived formula can be
altered to weight the AUC with respect to the rate.

Accuracy isometrics in ROC space are lines of constant accuracy with slope
π1π0 [6]. Similarly, rate isometrics are lines of constant rate with slope �π1π0.
Examples are shown in Figures 2a and Figure 2c for uniform and non-uniform
class distributions, respectively.
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Definition 1. Rate-accuracy space is a plot of rate on the x-axis and accuracy
on the y-axis. Rate-recall space is a plot of rate on the x-axis and recall on
the y-axis. Where positive recall is used, rate-recall space is denoted rate-F0�r�
space. Where negative recall is used, rate-recall space is denoted rate-�1�F1�r��
space.

We translate the ROC curve to rate-accuracy and rate-recall spaces using a
linear transformation, such that the AUC can be calculated in this space instead.
The ROC curve of Figure 2a is transformed into the rate-accuracy curve shown
in Figure 2b, and the rate-recall curves shown in Figures 2e and 2f, for positive
and negative recall respectively. We can see that the transformations into rate-
accuracy and rate-recall spaces result in unreachable areas. The upper bounds
of the rate-accuracy and rate-recall curves correspond to the ROC curve of a
perfect classifier, and the lower bounds to that of a pessimal classifier.

Definition 2. The lower bounds in x-y space are given by a function fmin�x�
specifying the minimum possible value of y at each value of x. The upper bounds
in x-y space are given by a function fmax�x� specifying the maximum possible
value of y at each value of x.

We now focus on rate-accuracy space, but a similar derivation can be given
for rate-recall space (given in Theorem 5). In rate-accuracy space, the lower and
upper bounds of accuracy at rate r are given by:

accmin�r� � 
π1 � r
 accmax�r� � 1� 
π0 � r
 (4)

These are derived from Equation 1 and the fact that accmin corresponds to
points with F0 � 0 when r 	 π1 and points with F1 � 1 when r � π1, and
accmax corresponds to points with F1 � 0 when r 	 π0 and points with F0 � 1
when r � π0.

Clearly, a ROC curve can only cross each rate isometric at a single point,
which allows us to reformulate the AUC in terms of accuracy and rates in order
to apply a weight across rates. Accuracy difference accdif is the difference in the
accuracy value of the ROC curve with the minimum possible accuracy value for
a given rate:

accdif �r� � acc�r� � accmin�r� (5)

Theorem 3. The AUC is equal to the normalised accuracy difference across all
rates r � �0, 1�:

AUC �
1

Kacc

� 1

0

accdif �r�dr (6)

where Kacc is constant for a fixed class distribution:

Kacc �

� 1

0

�accmax�r� � accmin�r�� dr (7)
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(a) Example ROC curve with rate and
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1
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(b) Rate-accuracy curve correspond-
ing to ROC curve shown in Figure 2a.
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(d) Rate-accuracy curve correspond-
ing to ROC curve shown in Figure 2c.
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(e) Rate-recall curve for the positive
class of ROC curve shown in Fig-
ure 2a.
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(f) Rate-recall curve for the negative
class, of ROC curve shown in Fig-
ure 2a.

Fig. 2. Example ROC curves, rate-accuracy curves and rate-recall curves

Theorem 3 holds as transforming a ROC curve from ROC to rate-accuracy
space requires only linear transformations such that the relative areas under
and above the curve within the transformed bounds of the original ROC space
remains the same. This reformulation of AUC in terms of rates allows us to
introduce a rate-constrained generalisation.
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Definition 4. The rate-weighted AUC of a ROC curve is the AUC weighted
across the rates:

rAUC �
1

Kacc,w�r�

� 1

0

w�r�accdif �r�dr (8)

where w�r� is a density over the rate and Kacc,w�r� is given by:

Kacc,w�r� �

� 1

0

w�r� �accmax�r� � accmin�r�� dr (9)

Theorem 5. The rAUC is equal to the normalised F0 difference weighted across
all rates. With a slight abuse of notation we use Fk�r� to mean Fk�F

�1�r��.

rAUC �
1

KF0,w�r�

� 1

0

w�r� �F0�r� � F0,min�r�� dr (10)

where

KF0,w�r� �

� 1

0

w�r� �F0,max�r� � F0,min�r�� dr (11)

and F0,min�r� � max
�
0, r�π1

π0

�
, F0,max�r� � min

�
1, r

π0

�
.

Clearly, we can derive an analogous result using negative recall (1 � F1�r�)
instead of positive recall (F0�r�). The area under the rate-recall curve is the
expected recall (positive or negative) given a uniform distribution across the
rates. This makes the formulation of the rAUC in rate-recall space particularly
interesting, as we can infer the relationship between E�F0� – the quantity we
intend to maximise in rate-constrained ranking – and the rAUC.

Rate-recall space, as shown in Figures 2e and 2f can be divided into 4 distinct
regions, for both positive and negative recall (labelled A-D and E-H respectively).
We use A both to label the area A and as the mass of this area.

Theorem 6. The rate-weighted expected true positive rate is related to the rAUC,
given a distribution over the rates, by:

E�F0� � �1�B � C�rAUC �B (12)

where C �
�π0

0
w�r�

�
π0�r
π0

�
dr and B �

�1
π1

w�r� r�π1

π0
dr.

Proof. Rate-F0 space is bounded by r � 0, r � 1, F0 � 0 and F0 � 1, such that

the total weighted mass of this area
�1
0
w�r�dr � 1, hence A � B � C �D � 1.

As rAUC � A
A�D , it follows that:

E�F0� �
A�B

A�B � C �D
� A�B � rAUC�A�D��B � �1�B�C�rAUC�B

(13)
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(a) Weights across instances, rep-
resenting the likelihood an instance
will be processed.
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(b) Weights across thresholds, rep-
resenting the likelihood a rate will
be the threshold position (the in-
stance at this rate will be the last
to be processed).

Fig. 3. NDCG discrete weights (using log base 2) assuming 20 instances and rAUC con-
tinuous weights using beta distribution (α � 6.23, β � 32.80). Weights across instances
in left figure are equivalent to weights across thresholds in right figure, respectively.

Area C is the triangular region bounded by the lines r � 0, F0 � 1 and F0 �
r
π0
.

The weighted mass of C is given by:

C �

� π0

0

w�r�
π0 � r

π0
dr (14)

Area B is the triangular region bounded by the lines r � 1, F0 � 1 and r�π1

π0
.

The weighted mass of B is given by:

B �

� 1

π1

w�r�
r � π1

π0
dr (15)

This completes the proof.
B and C depend only on the class and weight distributions, which implies that

the relationship between E�F0� and rAUC depends only on these and not the
shape of the ROC curve. Therefore, maximising E�F0� is equivalent to maximis-
ing E�rAUC�, which means that rAUC is a suitable metric to evaluate models
for rate-constrained ranking.

3.1 Comparing the Weights of NDCG and rAUC

Normalised discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is given by:

NDCG �
1

K
�

n�
i�1

1

logb�i� 1�
reli (16)
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where reli � �0, 1� is the label of example at rank i, which can be continuous or
binary and denotes the relevance of the example. K is the maximum possible
DCG for a ranking of size n: K �

�n
i�1 1logb�i� 1�.

NDCG weights each point in the ranking according to the probability that
this instance will be processed. In contrast, the rAUC weights each point in the
ranking according to the probability this point will be the threshold index, such
that processing will terminate at this point in the ranking. These formulations
are closely related, since the probability that an instance at position i is processed
is the probability that an instance at a position after i is the threshold index.
For example, if a person is processing 20 articles, the probability they will review
the article at rank position 10 equals the probability they will stop processing
articles at a position between articles 10 and 20. Hence, the relationship between
the two weighting methods is given by:

winstance�i� � 1� CDFwthreshold
�i� (17)

where i is the position in the ranking and CDF denotes the cumulative distri-
bution function.

The instance weights of NDCG are shown in Figure 3a, and the equivalent
threshold weights are shown in Figure 3b. Here we use reli � 1� ki, where ki �
�0, 1�. We can see that the weight of each threshold index decreases as we move
further down the ranking. This is a key restriction of the NDCG (and related
metrics), as it is not always the case that a ranking is more likely to be processed
up to the rank positions nearer the top, as in our motivating example. Figure 3b
also shows an example density across thresholds, using a beta distribution, where
processing is most likely to stop at a rate of 14%. The corresponding instance
weights are shown in Figure 3a. Note that by shifting the beta distribution to
the right we will create a situation where a number of top-ranked instances will
receive the highest weight, something which is not possible with NDCG.

4 Algorithm to Calculate the rAUC of an Empirical ROC
Curve

We now use rate-accuracy space to compute the rAUC. A similar algorithm
could be implemented in rate-recall space (of either positive or negative recall).
Algorithm 1 estimates the rAUC from an empirical ROC curve, where the num-
ber of positive N� and negative N� instances is known (N � N� �N�). This
algorithm is similar to the standard AUC O�N� algorithm [5] where the ROC
space is processed one vertical (or horizontal) slice at a time. As can be seen
in Figure 4, the area under the ROC curve in rate-accuracy space is composed
of a series of vertical slices of width 1

N , each corresponding to an instance. Ties
triangles may also exist, each of which corresponds to a set of instances with
the same score. The rAUC is calculated as a summation of the weighted mass
of all vertical slices and ties triangles, normalised by the weighted mass of the
whole rate-accuracy space. The algorithm we propose has four functions: rAUC,
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SAUC, V AUC and TAUC. The rAUC function is the main function that it-
erates through the ranking of instances counting the number of positive and
negative instances with the same score (which we call a ties section), and calling
the SAUC function when a new score is reached.

The SAUC, V AUC and TAUC functions calculate the mass of each ties
section (which may consist of only one instance if it has a unique score). The
SAUC function simply calls the VAUC and TAUC functions. The negative in-
stances are processed before the positives as when there is a ties triangle the
shape of the area under this triangle in rate-accuracy space is given by the area
of the negative instances, followed by the positive instances in this ties section.
The V AUC function computes the mass of a vertical slice of the area under the
curve, using two equations depending whether the current instance is positive or
negative. The accuracy difference equation is used, which is computed in terms
of r and either F0 or F1 depending if the instance is negative or positive respec-
tively (as for instance, if the instance is positive the value of F1 stays constant).
The TAUC function computes the mass of the ties triangle (which is not shown

Algorithm 1. The rAUC algorithm. scores: list of scores of instances, in de-
creasing magnitude. x: list of class labels corresponding to the instances of score.
N�: number of positive instances. N�: number of negative instances.

procedure rauc(scores,x,N�, N�)
π0 � N���N� �N��; π1 � N���N� �N��; N � N� �N�

au � 0; TP � 0; FP � 0

N�ties � 0; N�ties � 0; scoreties � �1

for i � 1 to N do

if scoreties � scores�i� then

if xi is POSITIVE then

N�ties � N�ties � 1

else

N�ties � N�ties � 1

end if

else

�FP, TP, au	 � SAUC�au, N
�

ties, N
�

ties, FP, TP,N�, N��

if xi is POSITIVE then

N�ties � 1; N�ties � 0

else

N�ties � 0; N�ties � 1

end if

scoreties � score�i�

end if

end for

�FP, TP, au	 � SAUC�au, N
�

ties, N
�

ties, FP,TP,N�, N��

a � K�w, π0, π1�

rAUC � au
a

Return rAUC

end procedure
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Algorithm 1. (continued)

procedure sauc(au, N�ties, N
�

ties, FP ,TP , N�, N�)
if N�ties 
 1 then

FPprev � FP ; FP � FP �N�ties
au � au � V AUC�FPprev, TP,FP, TP,N, 0�

end if

if N�ties 
 1 then

TPprev � TP ; TP � TP �N�ties
au � au � V AUC�FP, TPprev, FP, TP,N, 1�

end if

if N�ties 
 1 & N�ties 
 1 then

au � au � TAUC�FP, TP,N�ties, N
�

ties, N
�, N��

end if

Return �FP, TP, au	

end procedure

procedure vauc(FPprev, TPprev, FP, TP,N, label)
start � FPprev � TPprev, end � FP � TP

f1 �
FPprev

nTotalMinus
; f0 �

TPprev ,

nTotalP lus

for i � start to end do

if label � 0 then

FPprev � FPprev � 1; f1 �
FPprev

nTotalMinus

au � au �
� i�1
nTotal

i
nTotal

�w�r��2π1f0 � π1 � r � �r � π1��dr

else

TPprev,� TPprev,�1; f0 �
TPprev ,

nTotalP lus

au � au �
� i�1
nTotal

i
nTotal

�w�r� �2 �r � π1 f1� � π1 � r � � r � π1 � � dr

end if

end for

Return au
end procedure

in Algorithm 1 due to space constraints). A ties triangle T is composed of 2
sub-triangles TA and TB where T � TA � TB. TA and TB adjoin on line H ,
where H is fixed along the rate isometric that passes through the right angled
corner of T (see Figure 4).

We calculate the mass of a ties triangle by first finding the length H and the
rate at each corner of T , labelled P1, P2 and P3 in Figure 4. The weighted mass
of the ties triangle is then the summation of TA and TB, which are given by:

TA �

� r2

r1

w�r� �H �
r � r1
r2 � r1

dr TB �

� r3

r2

w�r� �H �
1� �r � r2�

r3 � r2
dr (18)

where r1, r2 and r3 are the rates at P1, P2 and P3 respectively. The rAUC of
a ROC curve is computed in O�N� time. Algorithm 4 appears more lengthy
compared to the standard AUC algorithm that is calculated in ROC space be-
cause each step across rate-accuracy space corresponds to a negative or positive
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Fig. 4. Example rate-accuracy curve with a ties section (set of instances with the same
score). Lengths and angles used to calculate rAUC are labelled.

instance and the height of the curve changes within this step.The standard AUC
algorithm makes a step only when the instance is (for example) positive and
(given this instance is not tied with another) the height of the ROC curve is
constant within this step. The change in height at each step in rate-accuracy
space means that the mass of the positive and negative vertical sections (and
ties triangle) can only be calculated after the ties section has ended, hence the
SAUC function is needed to do this.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We used 5 UCI datasets (vote, autos, credit-g, breast-w and colic) to generate
a set of models using 3 learning algorithms (naive Bayes, decision trees and
one-rule). We chose a binary variable for each dataset as the label, and learnt
10 models with each dataset/model pair using bootstrap samples of 54% of the
data, resulting in 150 generated models. We computed the AUC and NDCG
metrics, and rAUC for each of these models, for 5 beta distributions with alpha
and beta �α, β� values: �3, 19�, �7, 15�, �11, 11�, �15, 7�, and �19, 3�, shown in
Figure 5. We use NDCG with log base 10.

Figure 6 shows the AUC and NDCG values, compared with the rAUC values,
for each model. Each model is shown by 5 points with a single AUC / NDCG
value and variable rAUC value (for each of the 5 rate distributions of Figure 5).
The variance of the rAUC for each ROC curve across the 5 beta distributions
ranges from 0 to 0.260 for these datasets. Spearman’s rank correlations between
the model rankings using each rate distribution are given in Table 1. The corre-
lation of the rAUC with the AUC varied between 0.872 and 0.975, depending on
the rate distribution. We should note that a proportion of the generated mod-
els have very high AUC values, and therefore very high rAUC values for most
rate distributions (see Figure 6a). To correct for this inflation of the correla-
tion values, Table 1 also shows reduced correlations when restricted to models
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Fig. 5. Beta distributions across the rate

with AUC 	 0.95. Correlations between the NDCG and rAUC metrics decrease
dramatically when the mode of the beta distribution increases as expected.

The correlation between rAUC metrics using rate distributions that weight
different portions of ROC space is low in general. For instance, the rAUC values
using rate distributions with α � 3, β � 19 and α � 19, β � 3 have a Spear-
man’s rank correlation of 0.610. This highlights the importance of using a rate
distribution with an appropriate degree of uncertainty, as if it is incongruous
with the true probability distribution a suboptimal model may be chosen.

5.1 Application to Screening for Rapid Reviews

We demonstrate the rAUC using our motivating example described in the in-
troduction: ranking research articles for rapid reviews in epidemiology. We for-
mulate this task in terms of a rate-constrained ranking problem. To reiterate,

Table 1. Spearman’s rank correlations comparing the rankings of the 150 models,
ranked using the rAUC (with rate distributions of Figure 5), NDCG and AUC

α � 3 α � 7 α � 11 α � 15 α � 19
β � 19 β � 15 β � 11 β � 7 β � 3

NDCG 0.565 0.438 0.235 0.092 0.018
AUC 0.872 0.951 0.975 0.927 0.886

AUC � 0.95 0.725 0.902 0.961 0.829 0.703

α � 3 β �
19

0.923 0.791 0.676 0.610

α � 7 β �
15

0.931 0.823 0.764

α � 11 β �
11

0.964 0.925

α � 15 β �
7

0.982
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Fig. 6. Comparison of metrics for 150 models generated with various learners, datasets
and distributions over rates

the articles are ranked by estimated study quality, and the objective is to max-
imise the number of high-quality articles the reviewer assesses given the rate
constraints. In this setting, the rate is the proportion of articles that the team
reviews, which is not known precisely. The search will return M articles and
the reviewers are allotted T hours to complete the review. We use elicitation to
determine appropriate parameters for the rate distribution, a method commonly
used in epidemiology to establish feasible parameters for a distribution where
there is no data from which to infer this. For simplicity, we consider the case of
only one reviewer, who estimated the minimum (t0) and maximum (t1) time per
article, t, the number of minutes they will on average expect to take to assess a
single article.

We model t as a inverse beta distribution (with bounds � T
M ,��), having 0.95

probability of being in the range �t0, t1�. The rate (the proportion of articles
that are reviewed) is given by: r � T

M �t . This relationship with t infers a beta
distribution across the rates.

We suppose a hypothetical and realistic rapid review where the search returns
M � 2, 500 articles and a reviewer is given 120 person hours (T � 7, 200 minutes)
in which to perform the review. We imagine that the reviewer states they will
take between 10 and 45 minutes to assess a single article, which we use to
specify two quantiles of t (0.025 � CDFt�0, 10� and 0.975 � CDFt�0, 45�) which
we convert to equivalent quantiles of r (0.975 � CDFr�0, 0.288� and 0.025 �
CDFr�0, 0.064�). We use the beta.select function of the LearnBayes R package
[1] to find the α and β parameters with these quantiles, giving α � 6.23 and
β � 32.80 (shown in Figure 3 (right)).

We use a dataset consisting of 315 full-text articles reporting the results from
randomised controlled trials, each labelled with a binary value denoting whether
blinding – an indicator of study quality – has been adequately carried out (as
described in the article). There were an approximately equal number of articles
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of each class. We created a set of preliminary models using a bag of words
representation, and evaluate these using 10 fold cross validation.

We generated consensus ROC curves for 3 learning algorithms: naive Bayes,
decision tree and support vector machine (SVM), shown in Figure 7. A con-
sensus curve represents an average across the ROC curves of all folds [13]. We
used rate-averaging to generate our consensus curves, previously referred to as
pooling [2], where the average of the true and false positive rates at each rate
are calculated and then used to generate a single curve. This is appropriate for
our rate-constrained task as the points of the consensus curves are the average
performance given a particular rate constraint.

The random forest, naive Bayes and SVM models gave a mean rAUC (AUC)
of 0.689 (0.636), 0.781 (0.639), and 0.639 (0.570), respectively, across the 10 folds.
A two-tailed paired t-test of the AUC values of each model across the 10 cross
validation folds, found no difference between the random forest and naive Bayes
models (p = 0.884). A t-test using the rAUC values found the naive Bayes model
is better than the random forest model for this rate distribution (p � 0.021). The
random forest and naive Bayes models clearly dominate the SVM model such
that the SVM model would be inferior for any rate distribution. However, we
have shown that while the random forest and naive Bayes models are similar in
terms of ranking performance across the entire ranking, the naive Bayes model
is much better than the random forest when considering which rate values are
more likely for this particular rapid review.

We thus clearly see that the weight distribution for rate-weighted AUC can
be derived directly from the parameters of the rapid review task, in a way that
could not be achieved with metrics such as the pAUC.

6 Related Work

The AUC is a popular choice to assess the performance of ranking models, es-
timating the probability that a randomly chosen positive instance is ranked
higher than a randomly chosen negative instance, thus representing ranking per-
formance across the entire dataset. Historically, the AUC has often been used
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as a measure of ranking performance without consideration for the particular
task at hand. However, when the performance of a learner in particular regions
of ROC space has more importance than other areas for a particular task, the
AUC is not an appropriate choice.

Alternatives to the AUC have previously been suggested to allow differential
importance across true positive or true negative rates, for empirical [4, 12] and
analytical [14] ROC curves. As mentioned in the introduction, [4] propose a
partial AUC metric (pAUC) to restrict the evaluation of the AUC to a range
of false positive or true positive rate values. The pAUC measure is appropriate
when it is required that either the true positive or false positive rates fall in
a particular range. This metric could be generalised using weights rather than
bounds (as we have used for the rAUC), which may be more appropriate where
there is a non-uniform probability distribution across either the true or false
positive rate. Furthermore, a recent variant of the AUC called the half-AUC was
proposed by [3], and evaluates the AUC in only half of the ROC space, either
where true positive rate is less than true negative rate or true positive rate is
greater than true negative rate, giving two distinct regions that can be assessed.

Several metrics have been suggested for early retrieval tasks, where evaluation
focuses on the top of the rankings. Precision@k gives the precision at the top k
results of a ranking, thus weighting each example uniformly within this section of
the ranking. NDCG [10,11], is one of several metrics that give decreasing weights
to examples along the ranking, as discussed in Section 3.1. Others include; ro-
bust initial enhancement (RIE) [15], the Boltzmann-enhanced Discrimination of
ROC (BEDROC) [17], concentrated ROC (CROC) [16] and sum of the log ranks
(SLR) [18]. The instance weights used by these approaches all share the charac-
teristic that they translate into monotonically decreasing rate weights, which as
demonstrated before is inappropriate for rate-constrained ranking tasks.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a new ranking measure, the rate-weighted
AUC (rAUC), to better reflect model performance when the task is constrained
by a probability distribution across the predicted positive rate, which we refer
to as the rate. The AUC is equivalent to the rAUC given a uniform distribution
across the rates. Furthermore, if the rate is fixed then models can be compared
by simply comparing the recall at the point on the ROC curve with this rate. We
have derived the rAUC from both rate-recall and rate-accuracy space, and in-
troduced rate-recall space as a visualisation of model performance. Furthermore,
the rAUC is a linear transformation of rate-weighted expected recall (both the
positive and negative respectively), given fixed class and rate distributions. We
have described an O�N� algorithm to calculate an estimate of the true rAUC
using a data sample.

Our experiments have shown large variability of the rAUC as the rate distri-
bution varies. A comparison with NDCG found low correlations indicating that
when the likelihood that the processing will stop at a particular position in the
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ranking is lower nearer the top of the ranking than elsewhere, NDCG may be
inappropriate. Furthermore, a comparison with the AUC shows that often the
rAUC prefers different models. Finally, we have also demonstrated how this ap-
proach can be usefully applied to real world tasks, using the example of ranking
research articles for rapid reviews in epidemiology.
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